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THE HDUDEN AGAIN!

Through the generosity of a loyal alumln, Col- eson Charles Hayden '30, Technology will be repre- sented in its third successive time in the Poughkeepsie Regatta, prob- ably the greatest intercollegiate regatta in the East. This great event is one of the few sports which may accomplish this end, but as a whole. The Institute received many graduate athletic ability is no small compliment to the school which has been established two years ago. But whether we like it or not present conditions must be

servient to the status of industrial em- ployees, is the startling declaration of Professor Yandel Henderson of Yale. The natural result of such a state, Professor Park first became in- terested in collecting old clocks about twenty years ago. At that time he has done nothing but look to and from the Watertown could be seen a very surprising sight. The搭le of the two flags was visible and, among the numerous belonging to the fleet could be seen the three. The clock which has often been discarded as useless. Hay-


to a series of all those interested in the Institute's Yoord, especially when it dis- tribute the charter, so praiseworthy a work.

That a Technology sport, handicapped as it is by the lim- itations of insufficient and untrained personnel devoted to it, may feel a part of such a large assembly of brilliant minds to an important event such as the Regatta. The entire school received many plaudits for the crew which rowed on the Hudson last year, and the crew it- self was earnestly praised for an excellent all. All of this feels radiant over the general public to the constant growth of Technology's reputation.

Through an association with other undergraduate groups on common grounds, a feeling of interrelation may be set up between the schools they represent and Technology. Crew is one of the few sports which may accomplish this end, but as a whole. The Institute received many graduate athletic ability is no small compliment to the school which has been established two years ago. But whether we like it or not present conditions must be

servient to the status of industrial em- ployees, is the startling declaration of Professor Yandel Henderson of Yale. The natural result of such a state, Professor Park first became in- terested in collecting old clocks about twenty years ago. At that time he has done nothing but look to and from the Watertown could be seen a very surprising sight. The搭le of the two flags was visible and, among the numerous belonging to the fleet could be seen the three. The clock which has often been discarded as useless. Hay-